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Comments
Aviva welcomes the opportunity to comment on this consultation which raises some interesting issues. Our response below
focuses on the important issue of the perimeter of group wide supervision.
In determining the perimeter of consolidated group wide supervision for financial conglomerates, a key determinant is the control
a group has over the risks an entity takes.
We agree with the statements made in paragraph 39 on page 15 that the ongoing revision of the IORP Directive is sufficient to
guarantee adequate supervision of IORPs, and that the IORP Directive provides an efficient instrument to take national
specificities and the differences in its legal personality into account.
On balance, recognising the differences within the EU of national specificities of IORPs such that control cannot be assumed on
the basis of IORP classification alone the status quo should be maintained.

1.

In considering whether IORPs should be within the scope of group wide supervision of financial conglomerates, it is important to
evaluate whether a group has control over the risks that an IORP takes (similar to the control it would have over other group
subsidiaries), or only has exposure to the IORP.
On balance, recognising the differences within the EU of national specificities of IORPs such that control cannot be assumed on
the basis of IORP classification alone the status quo should be maintained (option 2 under recommendation 1).
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